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Abstract
CP4TP is a portfolio temporal planner that sequentially runs
different temporal planning algorithms until a solution is
found. All the constituent temporal planners rely on a compilation to classical planning. The complexity of the compilations increases as we advance in the queue: from exclusively
solving sequential problems to solving problems requiring simultaneous events.
This portfolio planner participates in the satisficing track of
the International Planning Competition 2018.

Introduction
The International Planning Competition (IPC) has always
played a major role in setting new milestones in the development of planning algorithms. In the case of temporal
planning, the first domains were temporal versions of existing classical planning domains. Therefore, they could be
sequentially solved.
The first temporal domains requiring concurrency at the
IPC were in the form of single hard envelopes (Coles et
al. 2009), which can be solved using specialized algorithms (Jiménez, Jonsson, and Palacios 2015). However, outside the IPC, there have been publications introducing more
intricate kinds of concurrency (Cushing et al. 2007).
The fact that temporal problems can be divided in different types of increasing difficulty motivates the portfolio planner we present, CP4TP. The portfolio is formed by
planners that rely on a compilation from temporal to classical planning. The complexity of the constituent planners
increases as we advance in the queue: from solving sequential problems to solving problems requiring simultaneous
events.

Background
This section briefly introduces the two forms of planning
used by our planner: classical and temporal planning. Besides, the different kinds of temporal problems that CP4TP
is able to solve are described, as well as how their compilations to classical planning work.
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Classical Planning and Temporal Planning
A classical planning problem is of the form Π =
hF, A, I, Gi where F is a set of fluents, A is a set of actions,
I ⊆ F is an initial state and G ⊆ F is a goal condition.
Each action a ∈ A has a precondition pre(a) ⊆ F , an add
effect add(a) ⊆ F and a delete effect del(a) ⊆ F , each
a subset of fluents. A plan for Π is a sequence of actions
π = ha1 , . . . , an i.
A temporal planning problem is also a tuple Π =
hF, A, I, Gi, where F , I and G are defined as for classical
planning. However, each element a ∈ A is a temporal action
composed of:
• d(a): duration,
• pres (a), preo (a), pree (a): preconditions of a at start, over
all, and at end, respectively,
• adds (a), adde (a): add effects of a at start and at end,
• dels (a), dele (a): delete effects of a at start and at end.
The semantics of temporal actions can be defined in terms
of two discrete events starta and enda , each of which is naturally expressed as a classical action as follows (Fox and
Long 2003):
starta :
enda :

pre = pres (a), add = adds (a), del = dels (a)
pre = pree (a), add = adde (a), del = dele (a)

The duration d(a) and precondition over all preo (a) impose restrictions on this process: enda has to occur exactly
d(a) time units after starta and preo (a) has to hold in all
states between starta and enda .
A temporal plan is a set of action-time pairs π =
h(a1 , t1 ), . . . , (an , tn )i. We say that π has concurrent actions if there exist two pairs (ai , ti ) and (aj , tj ) in π such
that ti < tj < ti + d(a), i.e. aj starts after ai starts but
before ai ends. A joint event is composed of one or more individual events of π that all have the same associated time.
We say that π has simultaneous events if at least one joint
event is composed of multiple individual events.
The quality of a temporal plan is given by its makespan,
i.e. the duration from the start of the first action execution to
the end of the last action execution.

Sequential Temporal Problems
A temporal plan π is sequential if it does not contain concurrent actions, i.e. each action ends before

the next action starts. Formally, a temporal plan π =
h(a1 , t1 ), . . . , (an , tn )i is sequential if ti−1 + d(ai−1 ) < ti
for each i, 1 < i ≤ n. A temporal planning problem Π is
sequential if there exists a sequential plan π solving Π, and
Π is inherently sequential if each plan π solving Π can be
rescheduled to form a sequential plan.
To solve a sequential temporal problem, we can map each
temporal action a ∈ A to a classical action ca that simulates
all of a at once (Coles et al. 2009). The precondition of ca
is the union of the precondition at start of a with the preconditions over all and at end not achieved by the add effect
at start. The effect of ca is the effect at start of a followed
immediately by its effect at end. Formally, the compressed
action ca is defined as follows:
• pre(ca ) = pres (a) ∪ ((preo (a) ∪ pree (a)) \ adds (a)),
• add(ca ) = (adds (a) \ dele (a)) ∪ adde (a),
• del(ca ) = (dels (a) \ adde (a)) ∪ dele (a).
By converting all temporal actions to classical actions, we
get a classical planning problem Πc = hF, Ac , I, Gi where
Ac = {ca : a ∈ A} is the set of resulting classical actions. A
temporal plan π can be obtained from the resulting classical
plan πc = hca1 , . . . , can i by choosing t1 = 0 and ti =
ti−1 +d(ai−1 )+u for each i such that 1 < i ≤ n, where u is
a slack unit of time whose purpose is to separate the end of a
temporal action from the start of the next action. Finally, the
makespan of π can be optimized by rescheduling its actions.
Many instances of domains in the previous edition of
IPC (Vallati et al. 2015) were of this kind (D RIVERLOG,
F LOORTILE, M APA NALYSER, PARKING, RTAM, S ATEL LITE and S TORAGE ).

Single Hard Envelope Problems
A single hard envelope (Coles et al. 2009) (SHE) defines a
form of action concurrency. Formally, a SHE is a temporal
action a that adds a fluent f at start and deletes it at end.
Jiménez, Jonsson, and Palacios (2015) proposed the TPSHE planner to address temporal planning instances where
concurrency is exclusively in the form of SHEs that provide
the precondition over all of other temporal actions. In this
case the temporal actions can be organized in a stack.
Several instances of domains in the previous IPC edition
had concurrency in precisely this form (M ATCH C ELLAR,
TMS and T URN &O PEN). Moreover, the TPSHE planner
was shown to outperform all temporal planners in the temporal track of IPC-2014.

Other Forms of Concurrency
In general, temporal planning problems can have other
forms of concurrency not captured by the SHE concept.
Jiménez, Jonsson, and Palacios (2015) proposed TP, an
adaptation of the T EMPO algorithm (Cushing et al. 2007),
which adopts a forward search approach to generate temporal plans with general forms of concurrency. To reduce the
branching factor of forward search, the authors proposed a
parameterized version TP(k), k ≥ 2, that allows at most k
concurrent actions.

Although TP supports more forms of concurrency, it does
not support simultaneous events such as in the Allen’s interval algebra domain (Jiménez, Jonsson, and Palacios 2015).
To solve problems requiring simultaneous events, FurelosBlanco et al. (2018) proposed STP, an extension of TP which
is capable of producing temporal plans with simultaneous
events, as well as the parameterized versions STP(k), k ≥ 2.

Methodology
The constituent planners are organized in a queue following
this order:
1. Sequential temporal planner (SEQ).
2. TPSHE to solve problems with single hard envelopes
(SHE).
3. TP(K), for K ∈ {2, 3, 4}, to solve problems with other
kinds of concurrency different from SHE (except for simultaneous events).
4. STP(K), for K ∈ {2, 3, 4}, to solve problems with simultaneous events.
If a planner in the queue is not capable of solving a problem, then the next planner will be responsible for solving
that problem. For example, if SEQ cannot solve a problem
Π, TPSHE will try to do so.
Note that the later a planner appears in the queue, the
more general it is. For instance, TPSHE can solve both sequential and SHE problems, TP(K) can solve the previous
ones and problems with other kinds of concurrency. Then,
why do not we try to solve everything using STP(K)? The
answer is that the more general a planner is, the more machinery it involves. Therefore, the amount of time required
by STP(K) to solve a sequential problem can be higher than
for SEQ.
This trial and error approach is convenient because if
problem Π cannot be solved using a certain planner P , then
P fails immediately and the portfolio quickly tries to get a
solution with the next planner. For example, if SEQ tries to
solve a SHE problem, it quickly tells that no solution can be
found.
Figure 1 shows the order of the planners and the time allocated to each of them:
• SEQ is given all time available to find a solution (ttotal ).
• If the problem cannot be sequentially solved, TPSHE is
executed and it is given all the remaining time possible
(trem ).
• If the problem cannot be solved using TPSHE, TP(2),
TP(3) and TP(4) are all given trem /3. That is, the remaining time is equally divided among them.
• If the problem cannot be solved using TP(K) planners,
STP(2), STP(3) and STP(4) are all given trem /3. Again,
the remaining time is equally divided.
The code of the different planners can be found at
https://github.com/aig-upf/temporal-planning.
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Figure 1: Schema of the portfolio planner.

Conclusions
We have introduced a portfolio planner formed by temporal
planners which deal with problems of increasing temporal
complexity. All constituent planners use a compilation from
temporal to classical planning.
In future work, it would be interesting to find strategies for
selecting the appropriate planner depending on the problem
instead of using a trial and error approach.
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